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ABSTRACT

After discussing evidence of irreligion and the rise of the so-called "New Atheism", the authors refute the claim that this poses a problem for the cognitive science of religion and its hypothesis that religion is natural. The "naturalness hypothesis" is not deterministic but probabilistic and thus leaves room for atheism. This, the authors maintain, is true of both the by-product and adaptationist stances within the cognitive science of religion. In this context the authors also discuss the memetic or "unnaturalness" hypothesis, i.e. that religion is a "virus of the mind". The authors criticize accounts of atheism offered by cognitive scientists of religion as being based on unfounded assumptions about the psychology of atheists, and object to the notion that the natural aspects of religion by corollary make atheism unnatural. By considering human cognition in a semiotic framework and emphasizing its natural ability to take part in semiotic systems of signs, atheism emerges as a natural, cognitive strategy. The authors argue that to reach a fuller account of religion, the cognitive (naturalness) and memetic (unnaturalness) hypotheses of religion must be merged. Finally, a preliminary analysis of the "New Atheism" is offered in terms of semiotic and cognitive dynamics.
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Introduction

Irreligion is back on the scene not least because of the so-called New Atheism. In this context it has been claimed that irreligion constitutes a problem for the cognitive science of religion due to its emphasis on the naturalness of religion. This claim, we argue, is wrong because it is based on a misunderstanding of the cognitive approach. But accounts of atheism in the cognitive science of religion are not without fault either since these are partly informed by unsupported assumptions about the psychology of atheists. In this article, we will also consider the differences between the naturalness hypothesis and Dawkins' memetic or unnaturalness hypothesis of religion and argue that, ultimately, both approaches must be combined if we are to achieve a comprehensive account of religious and cultural systems.

Irreligion

The past few years have witnessed a burgeoning field which has been called New Atheism. A whole spate of books has appeared since the ground-breaking volumes by philosopher Daniel Dennett (2006) and biologist Richard Dawkins (2006). Much of the literature is...
blatantly anti-religious and written as a direct attack on religion, religious influence in U.S. politics and elsewhere, and superstition and gullibility wherever it appears. There are a growing number of blogs, internet journals, and special issues of magazines on the subject of religion, science and atheism. Outspoken atheistic or agnostic organizations like the Council for Secular Humanism, the Skeptics Society, American Atheists and the Brights Movement have arisen in response to extremist, especially conservative Christian organizations that are constantly and systematically attempting to undermine democracy, enlightenment, education, science and public opinion in the United States in the name of religious dogma. The creationist debate and attempts to legislate creationist ideology into State school curricula is just one example of the anti-Enlightenment movement. A consistent discourse is promoted claiming that the vast majority of American citizens believe in God (a Newsweek poll claimed 91% in 2007) and ignoring or denigrating atheists as an insignificant minority (Aronson, 2007). Other polls seem to indicate that more than 29 million American adults, or one in seven, declare themselves to be without religion (American Religious Identification Survey, 2001 gave a result of 14%). The Financial Times/Harris poll of 2006 gave a result of 18%. The Financial Times/Harris poll also indicated that 73% in the U.S. claimed to believe in any form of God or any type of supreme being. Figures are quite different in that poll for European countries (see Table 1). The poll suggests that in Great Britain, France and Germany, the majority are either agnostics or atheists. In Spain, agnostics and atheists are almost as numerous as believers in any form of God or any type of supreme being. In Italy, believers form a substantial majority, but still not to the extent seen in the U.S. These figures, if reliable, could indicate why Europeans generally are not as upset by the New Atheist literature as Americans are. Nevertheless, the 18% of the American population that claim to be agnostic or atheist is not insignificant. Sociologist Phil Zuckerman at Pitzer College, Claremont, California places a rough estimate, based on a survey of some 50 countries, of approximately 500–750 million people in the world who do not believe in God, which he points out would make non-belief the fourth-largest persuasion, after Christianity (2 billion), Islam (1.2 billion) and Hinduism (900 million).

Pete Berkowitz (2007) reports impressive book sales by New Atheists. In less than 12 months over a million books have been sold. As of 2007, 500,000 hardcover copies are in print of Richard Dawkins' The God Delusion (Dawkins, 2006), 296,000 copies of Christopher Hitchen's God Is Not Great (Hitchens, 2007a), 185,000 copies of Sam Harris' Letter to a Christian Nation (Harris, 2006),12 64,100 copies of Dennett's Breaking the Spell (Dennett, 2006), and 60,000 copies of Victor J. Stenger's God: The Failed Hypothesis (Stenger, 2007). These are the main New Atheist authors, but there are also other recent publications which follow suit.13 New Atheist publications have been quickly followed by anti-atheist books, but do book sales indicate a change in American attitudes? Ronald Aronson, writing in The Nation (Aronson, 2007), claims that they perhaps answer the question of how the religious influence that conservative Christian denominations have in recent U.S. history, especially since the attack of September 11, 2001, but whether this indicates any major shifts in American attitudes is another question.

On that point, it should also be noted that this is not simply an intellectual movement, even though many deontologists claim that they abandoned religious belief because the intellectual price was too great. The above-mentioned agnostic and atheistic organizations as well as many other similar organizations are socially active in promoting atheism/agnosticism, helping doubters “cross the line to deconversion”, fighting court battles against discrimination and against measures that are clearly against the American Constitution, and so on. An example in point is Madison, Wisconsin-based Freedom From Religion Foundation (FFRF), founded in 1976 by Annie Nicol Gaylor and her daughter Annie Laurie Gaylor. The two presidents are Annie Laurie Gaylor and her husband Dan Barker, a former Pentecostal Christian minister. They have some 12,000 members, produce podcasts such as Freethought Radio show, and a newspaper Freethought Today. The subtitle of the organization is: Protecting the Constitutional Principle of the Separation of State and Church, and they have systematically raised litigation against State and Federal use of religious symbols. Other organizations have similar activities, including college-campus groups of secular humanists, Darwin Day celebrations, youth camps, student essay contests, conventions, conferences, and summer camps for kids. The first atheist summer camp was established in 1996, called Camp Quest. It was founded by Edwin Kagin and his wife Helen. Today there are six atheist summer camps, available at: http://www.atheistperspective.com. The subtitle of the

12 Harris' book Letter to a Christian Nation (Harris, 2007a) entered the New York Times Best Seller list at number four, and remained on the list for a total of 33 weeks. For a detailed analysis of Dennett's and Dawkins' books, see Geertz (2006a, 2009a).


14 Cf. McGrath (2004, 2006), McGrath and McGrath (2007), Haught (2008), Hahn and Wiker (2008), and Aikman (2008). It should be mentioned that McGrath is a former atheist who though still sympathetic is very critical of atheism. This does not mean, however, that he is not critical of religion. McGrath argues that the “failures of imagination” and complicity with oppression often characterize of religions are some of the causes of atheism.
The new atheism

rates in the world' (Zuckerman, 2007, p. 59).

Atheism might be. Michael Martin divides atheism into two types, negative and positive:

Negative atheism in the broad sense is...the absence of belief in any god or Gods, not just the absence of belief in a personal theistic God, and negative atheism in the narrow sense is the absence of belief in a theistic God. Positive atheism in the broad sense is, in turn, disbelief in all gods, with positive atheism in the narrow sense being the disbelief in a theistic God. (Martin, 2007, p. 2)

How do the New Atheists understand themselves? Quotes from two central authors are instructive. Richard Dawkins wrote:

I shall define the God Hypothesis [as] there exists a superhuman, supernatural intelligence who deliberately designed and created the universe and everything in it, including us. This book will advocate an alternative view: any creative intelligence, of sufficient complexity to design anything, comes into existence only as the end product of an extended process of gradual evolution. Creative intelligences, being evolved, necessarily arise late in the universe, and therefore cannot be responsible for designing it. God, in the sense defined, is a delusion; and, as later chapters will show, a pernicious delusion. (Dawkins, 2006, p. 31, Dawkins' italics).

In our view, Dawkins is not quite consistent here. He may state that he's going after the supernatural in general, but his characterization of the "God hypothesis" reveals that Dawkins has a Christian point of reference; the "god hypothesis" is clearly a creationist hypothesis. Daniel Dennett's approach is different. Unfortunately, he does not introduce his ideas on atheism systematically, but following his comments on religion here and there, we can discern his main tenets. Like Dawkins, Dennett is not rejecting a particular kind of theism, rather he rejects belief in supernatural agents in general. Dennett considers religious belief to be a considerable obstacle in attaining a consensus on questions about ultimate values in a Democratic society (Dennett, 2006, p. 14). He claims that religious beliefs should be

Table 1
Belief in god or supreme being. Q3005_1 "Thinking now about religion, would you say that you are a...?" Base: All adults in six countries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Believer in any form of God or any type of supreme being</th>
<th>Great Britain</th>
<th>France</th>
<th>Italy</th>
<th>Spain</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>United States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agnostic (one who is sceptical about the existence of God but not an atheist)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atheist (one who denies the existence of God)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would prefer not to say</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not sure</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Percentages may not add up exactly to 100% due to rounding.

Camp Quests across North America (Ohio, Kentucky, Minnesota, Michigan, California in the U.S. and Ontario in Canada) and one is currently being organized in the United Kingdom.15

All more nuanced polls seem to indicate that the 20th century has seen a decline in religious belief and religious affiliation whereas there is a clear and dramatic increase in irreligion. This fact raises anew the questions that secularization theorists have been struggling with and which, many have claimed, have been disapproved by the new religiosity of recent decades. The question is whether there really has been a significant increase in religiosity in the West, even in the United States. Gregory Paul and Phil Zuckerman have argued that such an increase has not occurred (Paul and Zuckerman, 2007). The only significant increase is in the adult, democratic free choice of irreligion. They argue that this is so because first nation democracies have stable, socio-economic security. The only first nation democracy that does not have a stable, socio-economic security is the United States. And this, they claim, is the reason why U.S. figures are not on the same level as European figures. In the U.S., a comfortable middle class situation can easily end in financial ruin, not least because of overwhelmingly prohibitive medical bills and no universal health care:

Rather than religion being an integral part of the American character, the main reason the United States is the only prosperous democracy that retains a high level of religious belief and activity is because we have substandard socio-economic conditions and the highest level of disparity...To put it starkly, the level of popular religion is not a spiritual matter, it is actually the result of social, political and especially economic conditions (please note we are discussing large scale, long term population trends, not individual cases). Mass rejection of the gods invariably blossoms in the context of the equally distributed prosperity and education found in almost all 1st world democracies. There are no exceptions on a national basis. That is why only disbelief has proven able to grow via democratic conversion in the benign environment of education and egalitarian prosperity. Mass faith prospers solely in the context of the comparatively primitive social, economic and educational disparities and poverty still characteristic of the 2nd and 3rd worlds and the U.S. (Paul and Zuckerman, 2007).

But, Zuckerman argues in his chapter in The Cambridge Companion to Atheism, worldwide atheism may be in decline 'due to the demographic fact that highly religious nations have the highest birth rates in the world, and highly irreligious nations have the lowest birth rates in the world’ (Zuckerman, 2007, p. 59).

The new atheism

What is the New Atheism? Some argue that it differs significantly from earlier forms of atheism.16 The question is how new the New Atheism might be. Michael Martin divides atheism into two types, negative and positive:

Negative atheism in the broad sense is...the absence of belief in any god or Gods, not just the absence of belief in a personal theistic God, and negative atheism in the narrow sense is the absence of belief in a theistic God. Positive atheism in the broad sense is, in turn, disbelief in all gods, with positive atheism in the narrow sense being the disbelief in a theistic God. (Martin, 2007, p. 2)

How do the New Atheists understand themselves? Quotes from two central authors are instructive. Richard Dawkins wrote:

I shall define the God Hypothesis [as] there exists a superhuman, supernatural intelligence who deliberately designed and created the universe and everything in it, including us. This book will advocate an alternative view: any creative intelligence, of sufficient complexity to design anything, comes into existence only as the end product of an extended process of gradual evolution. Creative intelligences, being evolved, necessarily arise late in the universe, and therefore cannot be responsible for designing it. God, in the sense defined, is a delusion; and, as later chapters will show, a pernicious delusion. (Dawkins, 2006, p. 31, Dawkins' italics).

In our view, Dawkins is not quite consistent here. He may state that he's going after the supernatural in general, but his characterization of the “God hypothesis” reveals that Dawkins has a Christian point of reference; the “god hypothesis” is clearly a creationist hypothesis. Daniel Dennett’s approach is different. Unfortunately, he does not introduce his ideas on atheism systematically, but following his comments on religion here and there, we can discern his main tenets. Like Dawkins, Dennett is not rejecting a particular kind of theism, rather he rejects belief in supernatural agents in general. Dennett considers religious belief to be a considerable obstacle in attaining a consensus on questions about ultimate values in a Democratic society (Dennett, 2006, p. 14). He claims that religious beliefs should be

subjected to invasive investigation so that the spell of religious belief can be broken (thus the title of his book).\footnote{17} He demands that religious believers be as relentlessly self-critical as ‘we skeptics’ (p. 17). Dennett calls such skeptics ‘brights’. Brights, according to the Brights’ Net website are:

- A bright is a person who has a naturalistic worldview
- A bright’s worldview is free of supernatural and mystical elements
- The ethics and actions of a bright are based on a naturalistic worldview\footnote{18}

**Atheism and claims of the naturalness of religion**

Phil Zuckerman believes that the statistics on atheism deliver a heavy blow to cognitive claims of the naturalness of religion, but we disagree. One of the reasons we claim he is wrong is that he seems to misunderstand the naturalness hypothesis. He writes, ‘Its central tenet is that belief in God is biologically determined, neurologically based, or genetically inborn, growing out of the “natural” processes of the human brain’ (Zuckerman, 2007, p. 60). Before going into the issue, it must be stressed that Zuckerman fuses a number of different types of the naturalness-of-religion-hypotheses in a single crucible labeled “innateness of religious belief”. Thus we find references to Barrett\footnote{19} (proponent of the cognitive science of religion, discussed below), Wilson\footnote{20} (whose thesis is based on Darwinian group selection) along with figures associated with “neurotheology”: Michael Persinger (whose experiments have not been replicated), and Ashbrook, Albright, Newberg and d’Aquili (who all clearly have religious agendas).\footnote{21} This fusion is unfortunate as these represent different, theoretical avenues. In what follows, we are only concerned with the naturalness hypothesis associated with the cognitive science of religion.

The naturalness hypothesis as widely understood by cognitive scientists of religion refers to the fact that religious ideas and behaviors thrive on (or are parasitic to) normal human cognitive and psychological processes. Cognitive anthropologist Pascal Boyer was the first to frame the naturalness-of-religion hypothesis. There are two types of naturalness, Boyer argues, the one being the subjective feeling among believers that their religious postulates are obvious and self-evident, or “natural”. The second type, which Boyer is mainly interested in, concerns ‘those aspects of religious ideas which depend on noncultural constraints’ (Boyer, 1994, p. 3). There are also two types of constraints, according to Boyer. The first are evolutionary constraints, which consist of ‘those aspects of the selective pressure that can be said to have a direct effect on the range of religious ideas and practices found in human societies’ (Boyer, 1994, p. 15). The second are cognitive constraints, which consist of ‘universal features of the human mind–brain, which have a direct effect on the likelihood that certain ideas will be acquired, memorized, and transmitted’ (ibid.). Boyer focuses on the latter and argues persuasively that such constraints are nontrivial. Prior cognitive structures, it is argued, constrain developmental sequences that are ‘triggered by experiential cues’ (Boyer, 1994, p. 27). Some of these structures are ‘the direct consequence of genetically constrained properties of the mind–brain’, others are ‘particular effects of these genetic constraints’ (Boyer, 1994, p. 26).

More succinctly, the above-mentioned cognitive psychologist Justin Barrett characterizes the “naturalness-of-religion thesis” as “much of what is typically called “religion” may be understood as the natural product of aggregated ordinary cognitive processes” (Barrett, 2000, p.29). Thus, cognitive scientists of religion are not looking for special areas of the brain dedicated to religious thought and behavior such as the above-mentioned neurotheologians are interested in. Religious thought and behavior, according cognitive scientists of religion, is natural because it draws on naturally evolved cognitive capacities and operations. Although Zuckerman is wrong in his claim about the cognitive science of religion, he does touch upon an important point that must be taken seriously, viz. the fact of atheism in the face of the naturalness hypothesis. If religion is natural, whence the spread of non-belief? Dealing with this question is instructive, illustrating as it does the implications of cognitive approaches to religion.

**The unnaturalness and naturalness hypotheses**

Zuckerman’s stance is in keeping with an attitude that seems common among New Atheists, many of whom seem averse to any idea of naturalness when it comes to religion. Already beginning in his original chapter on the meme concept in The Selfish Gene (Dawkins, 1976) and later developed in other writings, Richard Dawkins offered what could be called an “unnaturalness hypothesis” where religion does not depend on normal human cognitive and psychological processes but on an external “mind virus”. In this account, the pristine minds of children are subject to hostile takeover by religious ideas, i.e. viral memes that are transmitted by parents to children:

When you [a child] are preprogrammed to absorb useful information at high rate, it is hard to shut out pernicious or damaging information at the same time. With so many mindbytes to be downloaded . . . it is no wonder that child brains are gullible, open to almost any suggestion, vulnerable to subversion, easy prey to Moonies, scientologists and nuns. Like immune-deficient patients, children are wide open to mental infections that adults might brush off without effort (Dawkins, 1993, p. 13f).

Dawkins repeats this argument in his 2006 book The God Delusion. He argues that the child cannot distinguish between the truth values of ‘Don’t paddle in the crocodile-infested Limpopo’ and ‘You must sacrifice a goat at the time of the full moon, otherwise the rains will fail’ (Dawkins, 2006, p. 176). Both come from respected authorities and are given as serious commands by which obedience is expected:

The same goes for propositions about the world, about the cosmos, about morality and about human nature. And, very likely, when the child grows up and has children of her own, she will naturally pass the whole lot on to her own children – nonsense as well as sense – using the same infectious gravitas of manner (p. 176).

\footnote{17} Apropos discussions later in this article, see Justin Barrett’s refutation of Breaking the Spell (Barrett, 2007).
\footnote{18} http://the-brights.net.
\footnote{19} Barrett (2004).
\footnote{20} Wilson (2002).
\footnote{21} For a critical analysis of neurotheology, see Geertz (2009b).
One can understand why atheistic activists feel more at ease with the unnaturalness hypothesis than its natural alternative. The notion of religion as a transmitted, mental illness fits hand-in-glove with the ideological aspects of the New Atheist movement. Not only is religion unnatural (and by association atheism natural), it is also a condition that is treatable, at least in principle.22

The weakness of the unnaturalness hypothesis as an explanation of the origins and persistence of religion lies in the fact that it cannot explain its universal or recurrent aspects (e.g. the centrality of such things as supernatural agents, certain types of rituals, and so on). If religion depends on the gullibility of children, in the sense that they will believe and copy anything they are told by their elders, we should expect to find much more variation in the cultural complexes we call religions (Markússson, 2007). It is precisely here that the strength of the cognitive science of religion comes to light. The naturalness hypothesis accounts for a range of recurrent issues quite economically. For example: a) why religion is a human universal, being present in all known human groups (the human mind-brain is more or less the same everywhere); b) why supernatural agents are central to most religious systems (they activate entrenched cognitive mechanisms such as our hyperactive agency detection and are easy to process and memorize); and c) why rituals take the form that they do (due to action representation and effects on memory). The unnaturalness hypothesis, on the other hand, explains at best surface variation (say, why an important agent is called “Jesus” here but “Visnu” there) and the propagation of superstitious beliefs (Markússson, 2007).

However, we still maintain that Dawkins’ unnaturalness hypothesis identifies important aspects of cultural transmission and that a full account of religion will have to combine both approaches. We will return to this issue below.

The naturalness hypothesis and the fact of atheism

One does not need to stray far on the internet to find debates on religion between New Atheists and apologists of religion. In such debates one may read such proclamations as ‘children are born without religion’ (implying that non-religiosity is their natural state) or, from apologists of religion, that ‘religion is an existential necessity for humans’. The problem with debating with New Atheists and religious apologists is that the discussion quickly gets bogged down in polemical crossfire. There’s little room for more nuanced positions. If you haven’t dug your own trench, one will be dug for you. But do these opposite positions make sense, and is the cognitive science of religion with its naturalness hypothesis on the side of religious apologists, as Zuckerman seems to suggest? The answer to both questions is ‘No’.

From the vantage point of the cognitive science of religion, religion is neither a “hardwired” existential necessity nor is it an example of cultural “mental illness”. A little thought experiment might help here. A group of infants find themselves on an uninhabited island where they grow up to form a social group in the absence of parental guidance. Will they grow up to be religious or not? The unnaturalness account would answer ‘No’. There is no one to impart a religious tradition, no carrier of the “virus of the mind” called religion. The naturalness account would answer not an unequivocal ‘Yes’, but a qualified ‘Most likely’. The island’s untouched, natural environment is filled with opaque causal processes, animal life, and such that are likely to stimulate various cognitive mechanisms, such as the ones that overextend animacy and agency.22 The generation of such thought processes leads to relevant ideas that in turn lead to talking, engendering in time the spread of ideas about unseen, powerful agents. In the parlance of cognitive anthropologist Pascal Boyer, counter intuitive concepts will spread through the population (Boyer, 2001). Hence, we have the formation of religious beliefs.

But have we not succumbed to Zuckerman’s challenge, then? Is this not saying that religion is somehow “genetically inborn” even “hardwired”? Far from it. The “religious” scenario just provided does not depend on religious concepts being genetically hardwired, independent of environmental factors. The only inborn aspects at play are normal, cognitive mechanisms of the mind–brain which we use to navigate in our mundane, day-to-day environment – such as our ability to detect agency in the environment (in other living organisms and fellow humans), our capacity to infer the intentions of other people24 and automatic or intuitive expectations about things in the environment (such as solid objects cannot be in more than one place at a time, that living beings have agency and that people have intentions).25

In this account, religiosity (as belief in supernatural agents) is an emergent property arising from the interplay of normal cognitive mechanisms and the immediate natural and social environment (opaque causal processes → ideas → talking → spread of supernatural concepts). Only by removing cognition from its environmental and social niche do we arrive at Zuckerman’s caricature of the cognitive science of religion.

Ultimately, the implication of the naturalness hypothesis is one of probability: religiosity is likely but not necessary (and certainly not an existential necessity as the mechanisms involved were not selected by nature for religiosity but for mundane navigation) and, as we will come to in a moment, atheism is less likely but certainly possible, given the right environmental and cultural niche. Again we come to the importance of the interplay between cognition and the natural and cultural environment. In his book Why Would Anyone Believe in God? (Barrett, 2004), Justin Barrett finds the explanation of why people become atheists in the conducive frameworks of western, urbanized societies, which, he argues, are quite the exception in the greater part of human history (Barrett, 2004, pp. 115–118). In such circumstances, it is possible to quiet the unconscious, cognitive mechanisms that underpin religiosity. In urban conditions, the environment is to a large extent man-made, and thus there is much less incentive to interpret causal relations in terms of non-human, supernatural agency. Further, there is a difference in the modern epidemiology of ideas in the sense that naturalistic explanatory frameworks will be more readily available due to higher levels of education. Thus, supernatural explanations face a much steeper competition in modern, urban environments than during our less developed past. Other aspects that Barrett mentions are the plurality in modern societies which, in his opinion, renders the experience of others less relevant to us and, he claims, less urgency of modern living. Thus, it is clear that even advocates of

22 This betrays the utopian aspects of the New Atheist movement which is a matter outside the scope of this article. For a treatment of this aspect of some of the movement’s protagonists, see Gray (2008).


24 This is often referred to as theory of mind (ToM). ToM may be a defining characteristic of human cognition, although this is disputed. Having a theory of mind is characterized by neurologists Gallagher & Frith as ‘our ability to explain and predict other people’s behaviour by attributing to them independent mental states, such as beliefs and desires’ (Gallagher and Frith, 2003, p. 77). It is a kind of mind reading that underpins our abilities to anticipate, empathize with, and understand other people. It is called a “theory” because it is an assumption about the minds of others.

25 This is sometimes referred to as “intuitive ontology”. For a useful presentation in the context of evolutionary psychology, see Boyer and Barrett (2005).
a strong version of the naturalness hypothesis, such as Barrett, are quite capable of accommodating atheism within their theoretical frameworks. However, in our view, there are several problems with Barrett's portrayal of atheism.

Do atheists need help?

In his account of atheism, Barrett argues that not believing in God presents people with a number of challenges to the natural cognitive capacities of our minds that must be deliberately overcome. The capacities that are challenged by atheistic belief are a system he calls "hypersensitive agent detection device" (HADD), theory of mind, moral realism, dealing with death and overcoming native creationism. These are claimed to be intuitive cognitive systems or mechanisms which theism has no problems with but which atheism must deal with. Furthermore,atheists must stage their struggle on the basis of articulated, reflective beliefs which are much less direct and automatic than the unreflective beliefs generated by the intuitive cognitive systems (Barrett, 2004, pp. 109–112). Barrett presents several pages on how atheists can combat theism in practice. Strategies include finding salient alternatives to theistic beliefs, limiting HADD outputs by reducing urgency, making sure that HADD sees only human agency, reducing secondhand accounts that might become evidence for God, and surrounding oneself with opportunities for reflective thought (pp. 111–115). These self-help arguments are solely based on an inversion of the logic of the naturalness hypothesis. None of the examples are presented in the context of empirical evidence specific to the supposed challenges that atheists must face.

We argue that one of the many reasons why atheism is becoming widespread is that it draws on the same natural cognitive capacities that theism draws on. We fail to see why HADD, which overreacts to cues in the environment apparently for survival purposes and which must be double−checked for accuracy even by theists, should prove to be a challenge for atheists. Repeated, demonstrated false alarms from HADD should equally reinforce beliefs in non−theistic, natural explanations.26 Wouldn't the reasoning mind that concludes, 'No, it's not my ancestor who pushed the rock from the ledge above, it's only a startled goat'? Does this present a formidable challenge? We argue that the challenge in the latter instance would be to convince the folks back home, especially the professional diviner whose reputation depends on it, that it was indeed only a goat and not an avenging ancestor punishing him for allegedly having illicit sex with a woman in the next village.

As for moral realism, Barrett draws on the fact that the evidence indicates that we have moral capacities whether we are religious or not. He argues, however, that theists have the luxury of moral certitude provided by their religion, whereas atheists must concoct a moral theory to justify it. We argue that atheists also find moral certitude in the ideologies of a just society or in human compassion or simply in enlightened altruism. We argue as well that altruism is also a default mechanism presumably finely honed during our evolutionary history.27 This moral realism therefore does not create a challenge to atheists.

Barrett argues that in dealing with death, atheists will have greater difficulty than theists in dealing with the natural sense of disembodied agency by which the grieving stand at the grave communicating with the dead or are filled with anger or guilt due to the passing of a loved one. These scenarios have a speculative ring to them. We don't know how atheists deal with such situations. We do agree with Barrett, however, that guilt for instance is a natural mechanism and can be felt without any apparent reason for it. But this problem must be dealt with by both atheists and theists regardless of their particular persuasions.

Overcoming native creationism is an idea based on studies of children's supposed natural teleology, dualism and creationism. The evidence, however, is contradictory depending on the theory behind the experiments and is still being debated. The evidence can equally be shown to indicate that preschoolers are not natural teleologists, rather that children become more so as they grow older.28

Atheism is both ancient and complex

It is interesting to note, that Barrett's account of atheism is not incompatible with Paul and Zuckerman's point cited above that religion is 'the result of social, political and especially economic conditions' (Paul and Zuckerman, 2007). Anthropologists Saler and Ziegler (2006) draw similar conclusions in their comparison of Barrett's account and sociologist William S. Bainbridge's account of atheism. We will not, however, address Saler's and Ziegler's otherwise provocative and interesting article.29

We disagree, however, with the assumption that atheism is more or less the result of the industrial revolution. We agree that the industrial revolution with its subsequent new power structures and new legal norms and institutions has made the mechanisms behind age−old religious assumptions and institutions highly transparent and thus available to critical public assessment. But atheism is not a recent phenomenon, and even though the evidence of the chronological age of atheism is difficult to date, what can be said never the less supports our point.

As with any other human phenomenon, atheism is both old and complex. From its early written expression in Greek philosophy to its apparent connection with Western modernity, it is claimed to be a Western phenomenon (Martin, 2007, p. 3). But this is a misunderstanding, as historian of religions at Aberdeen James Thrower argued in his The Alternative Tradition (Thrower, 1980). Neither claim, Thrower argues, is true. He maintains that irreligion, atheism and materialism are ancient traditions in several parts of the world, and he calls this

26 Barrett argues that both HADD and ToM (see note 24) together 'make us prone to find agents, agency, and the consequences of agency in our environment' (Barrett, 2004, p. 109). Our alternative interpretation of the workings of HADD in atheists includes ToM as well.


28 See the interesting debate on Jesse Bering's experiments on children's beliefs about the immortality of souls with psychologists E. Margaret Evans and Henry M. Wellman, who draw conclusions based on Bering's results that are opposite to Bering's conclusions (Bering, 2006, pp. 490–491; Evans and Wellman, 2006).

29 Saler & Ziegler wish to extend Barrett's HADD hypothesis. They argue that HADD is a mental module that can be explained in terms of genetics and neurotransmitters. While we agree that neurobiology most certainly plays into such complex phenomena, we suggest that identifying the neural correlates of the hypothesized HADD mechanism would be a necessary precondition for discovering precisely which genes and neurotransmitters that might be involved. Furthermore, there is no evidence that we are aware of which might support the claim that HADD is a module. Almost all claimed psychological constraints, modules, mechanisms and intuitions are amodale (cf. Barsalou, 1999; Barsalou et al., 2003; Schjødt, 2007).
combination of positions “naturalism”. Since Thrower’s publication, a recalibration of chronologies has occurred in indological research, but Thrower’s basic argument still holds. This persuasion is found here and there in India during the late Vedic period (700–400 B.C.) and in a few of the early Upanishads (7th–5th centuries B.C.), but more specifically in three heterodox movements: Carvaka school, Jainism and Buddhism (of which the latter two arose around the 5th century B.C.). The date of the Carvaka school is still uncertain. Indologist Ram-krishna Bhattacharya argues that there is every reason to believe that a senior contemporary of Buddha preached a “protomaterialist” doctrine (Bhattacharya, 2002, p. 601), which would indicate a likely dating of Carvaka to sometime during the Maurya period (approximately 300–150 B.C.). This approach is also found in the early teachings of the Samkhya school (4th–2nd century B.C.) and the physics and metaphysics of Vaisesika (around the beginning of the common era).

In terms of whether New Atheism really is new, a list of the main tenets of the above-mentioned Carvaka school is instructive. The Italian historian of religions Giuseppe Tucci summarized it into a number of tenets:

1. Sacred literature should be disregarded as false.
2. There is no deity or supernatural.
3. There is no immortal soul and nothing exists after the death of the body.
4. Karma is inoperative and an illusion.
5. All (that is) is derived from material elements.
6. Material elements have an immanent force.
7. Intelligence is derived from these elements.
8. Religious injunctions and the sacerdotal class are useless. (Thrower, 1980, p. 68; Tucci, 1924).

Tucci suggested that there were two more tenets: ‘Only direct perception gives true knowledge’ and ‘the aim of life is to get the maximum amount of pleasure’. Since Tucci’s publication, however, a recent critical investigation of the texts concerning Carvaka has been published by the above-mentioned Ram-krishna Bhattacharya. It should be noted that our knowledge of the Carvaka school is unfortunately dependent on quotes from their critics and not on texts from the school itself. Thus a careful critical reading of the texts suggests that although the school did emphasize perception and possibly had a hedonistic aspect, the evidence does not seem to support Tucci’s phrasing (Bhattacharya, 2002, pp. 600–602, 618–619).

It is striking, in our opinion, how little difference there is between New Atheists and the Carvaka school of ancient India. As Thrower concludes, ‘This philosophy...is naturalistic (and therefore atheistic in the Western sense of the term) in epistemology, metaphysics and ethics’ (Thrower, 1980, p. 68). In fact, it was a materialist philosophy that lasted at least until the 8th or 9th century A.D. (Bhattacharya, 2002, pp. 623–624). Shastri claims that it still exists in obscure but relatively large sects in India today (Shastri, 1925, p. 4f). The reasons for the appearance of such philosophies in India are not as yet completely understood.

One final point we wish to address is that despite his socio-economic arguments, Barrett claims that atheism is a challenge to uphold even for scientists. He claims that there is only a weak correlation between atheism and education within Europe, Canada and the United States based on a survey from 1991 (Barrett, 2004, p. 115). Furthermore, he argues that education alone cannot explain atheism because many reputable scholars in philosophy and science are theists (ibid.). Other surveys, however, show a distinct correlation between atheism and education, despite the fact that well educated people can also be theists. Psychologist of religion Benjamin Beit-Hallahmi has presented a more nuanced discussion of atheism and education in his chapter on the psychological profile of atheists in The Cambridge Companion to Atheism (Beit-Hallahmi, 2007). Studies of students and intellectuals confirm the clear correlation between atheism, intelligence and education. All of the studies on the religiosity of scientists and academics during the 20th century show ‘them to be quite irreligious’ (Beit-Hallahmi, 2007, p. 307). Furthermore, the more eminent the scientist, the less religious they are as compared to others. Beit-Hallahmi discusses the interesting fact, alluded to by Barrett above, that there is a greater degree of religiosity among physical scientists as compared with social scientists. Beit-Hallahmi suggests that this might be a result of the kind of work that they do. Social scientists are more involved in critical appraisals of social institutions, norms and beliefs whereas physical scientists are more involved in critical thinking about nature and thus at a greater scholarly distance from religion. He suggests that they ‘may be able to compartmentalize their science and religion more easily’ (p. 309). The important point, we feel, for this discussion is the more overridingly fact that these disciplinary differences disappear with growing eminence. In a study conducted on the religiosity of Nobel laureates between 1901 and 2001, Beit-Hallahmi confirmed the “eminence effect” (p. 311). A similar study by Larson and Witham (1997, 1998) on 517 members of the United States National Academy of Sciences indicated that the percentage of believers in a personal God among these scientists was 7%. Belief in personal immortality was 7.9%. The highest percentage of belief was among mathematicians (14.3% in God, 15% in immortality) and the lowest percentage was among biologists (5.5% in God, 7.1% in immortality). Physicists and astronomers were slightly higher than biologists.

Adaptationist approaches

But what about recent, adaptationist approaches in the cognitive science of religion? Do these not imply the necessity of faith? In recent years, the adaptationist approach has provided an alternative paradigm within the evolutionary and cognitive sciences of religion.31 This approach also views religion as natural, but instead of maintaining that it is a by-product of adaptations for mundane survival, it claims that religiosity is a functional adaptation in its own right, crafted by natural selection. This may sound like the atheist’s ultimate nightmare, and one might be tempted to think that Zuckerman’s objections might apply to this camp of naturalists. But even the adaptationist approach

30 Thrower has chapters on naturalist philosophers in Greece and Rome, as well as China and short sections on the ancient Near East and Egypt. For a recent introduction to atheism in antiquity see Bremmer, 2007.
31 See Bering, 2002a, 2003, 2004, 2006; Bering et al., 2005; Johnson and Bering, 2006; Sosis, 2000, 2003; Sosis and Alcott, 2003; Sosis and Bressler, 2003; Sosis et al., 2007. For references to Joseph Bulbulia’s work, see note 27 as well as Bulbulia et al., 2008.
does not imply the necessity of religion or the unnaturalness of atheism. Let us briefly consider the theory of Jesse Bering, who argues the adaptationist approach.

In brief, Bering theorizes that belief in ambient, unseen agents, such as ancestors, was selected due to its beneficial effects on cooperation in our ancestral past. Bering’s theory does not imply that religion is not a by-product of cognitive mechanisms selected for other tasks than religion, but because of beneficiary effects, he claims, religious thought and behavior became entrenched in the human evolutionary landscape:

The psychological foundations of some religious behaviors... may be co-opted spandrels.... They may be side effects of other design features that, quite by chance, had salutary effects of their own on the organism’s ability to pass on its genes and, over time, were independently subjected to natural selection (Bering et al., 2005, p. 361, emphasis in original).

Recently, in a brief popular comment on his theory, Bering states that ‘God is a way of thinking that has been rendered permanent by natural selection’ (Bering, 2007, p. 168, emphasis in original) and that for this reason, religiosity will always be the staple of the masses. Humans can only “silence God” by specially training themselves to do so, and only with partial success: ‘As scientists, we must toil and labor and toil again to silence God’, but this will not change the fact that there ‘will never even be a day when he does not whisper into the ears of the most godless of scientists’ (pp. 167–168). The interesting paradox here is that even staunch atheists, such as Bering himself, may continue to “hear” the “voice of God” emanating from the recesses of their mind, no matter their agility with Occam’s razor and other thinking aids of the scientific method.

On the face of it, Bering’s adaptationist approach may seem to imply the necessity of religiosity. But, as in our review of the naturalness hypothesis above, this is only the case if we remove cognition from its environmental and cultural niche. Cognitivist discourse, which often indicates disdain of the concept of “culture”, seems to reflect just that kind of solipsism. To avoid misunderstanding, we are not claiming that cognitivists reject culture as such. We are claiming that they reject culture as a causative factor for human cognition. A few quotes are instructive. To Pascal Boyer, culture ‘is the name of a similarity’ (i.e. similarity between mental representations in peoples’ minds) that has no causal effect: ‘How could a similarity cause anything?’ (Boyer, 2001, p. 35 and 36). Whatever is happening in human interaction with culture, it is happening ‘within their heads’ (ibid.), thus Boyer’s emphasis on mental tools and inferential constraints. Justin Barrett claims that ‘culture cannot explain culture, and religion cannot explain religion’ (Barrett, 2004, p. ix).32

Such a negligence of the causal effects of culture are, in our opinion, mistaken. Ignoring culture is in many ways a paradoxical and hampering weakness in such cognitive accounts because it ignores a key natural aspect of human cognition, viz. our symbolic and systemic cognitive style. This cognitive style revolves around learning signs and relating them systematically to one another. Thus, to echo neuro-scientist and biosemiotician Terrence Deacon and his theory of humans as a symbolic species, we are perpetual systememizers: all things in our natural and cultural environment can, potentially, be put into symbolic–systemic relations to any other thing (Deacon, 1997, pp. 92ff, pp. 433ff).33 This systemic quality not only enables us to use language, it further enables us to learn, navigate and maintain systems of ideas, making us the purveyors and peddlers of ideologies, morals, norms, philosophies, science, fiction, sense and nonsense. Thus, when Bering’s automatic cognitive mechanisms are considered in the wider context of this striking natural quality of human cognition, religiosity no longer becomes a necessity. Immersed in such rich and structured niches, armed with their species-specific ability for abstract thought, humans can learn to draw other conclusions from the output of Bering’s religious–cognitive systems than religious ones and thus acquire the cognitive habit of atheism (in our view, this is quite in keeping with Bering’s notion of “silencing God”).

With these biocultural aspects in mind, they may reveal that the voices emanating from within our heads are anything but heavenly.

**Howling discontent**

While we are persuaded that Bering has identified important aspects of human cognition, we are somewhat skeptical of his turns of phrase. For instance, he writes that until we rear our children to ignore the voice of God, ‘he will continue to howl his discontent for all of time’ (Bering, 2007, p. 168). He uses more neutral terminology in his scientific articles, but his phrasing is sometimes echoed even there. Much of his phrasing is speculative and assumes an existential agony that supposedly accommodates atheism, a notion we encountered previously with Barrett.34 We argue here that this apparent agony, if credible, may equally be a result of discovering the futility of their prior religious beliefs and not of the realization that God is a human construction. Bering, we believe, is closer on the mark with his question in an article on Sartre, ‘Why is the individual’s subjective worldview so completely saturated with private symbolic meaning?’ (Bering, 2008, p. 363). Bering goes on to claim, however, ‘that is to say, we must focus on the individual’s relationship with God’. We disagree. Both Deacon with his biosemiotic theory and psychologist Merlin Donald with his biocultural evolutionary account can answer Bering’s question without recourse to God (Geertz, 2008b) and humans are ‘a “symbolic species” in a deeply physiological sense’. Deacon claims (Deacon, 2003a, p. 95).

Humans, Merlin Donald argues, are ‘culture-mongers seeking solace in community’ (Donald, 2001, p. 253). We cannot even use our large brains without cultural frameworks. If God happens to be a part of that framework, then that’s the way things are. If not, then that’s the way things are too.

In light of such biocultural accounts, the voice of God that Bering cannot suppress could be the voice of the “generalized other”, to use George Herbert Mead’s phrasing. For Mead, the internal conversation is carried on by the individual from the standpoint of the generalized

---

32 We will return to this issue below in the section “Of minds and memes”.

33 Deacon’s thesis has much in common with Merlin Donald’s treatise A Mind So Rare (2001).

34 Bering refers to atheism in a number of publications (see for instance Bering, 2006), and devotes a section on atheism in his 2002 article on the existential theory of mind (Bering, 2002a, pp. 18–19). Atheism also figures in three empirical studies (Bering, 2002b; Bering and Bjorklund, 2004; Bering et al., 2005). Despite being persuaded that Bering has identified important aspects of human cognition, we feel it may be somewhat hasty to draw general and universal conclusions based on these experiments. The experiments need to be replicated in a number of other Western as well as non-Western countries as well as on a variety of participants from different walks of life. Would it make a difference, for instance, to test men and women in societies with significantly higher percentages of irreligiosity than in the United States? Would the results vary according to social and gender distinctions? As Beit-Hallahmi noted, ‘Being an atheist overwhelmingly means being male. Data from all cultures show women to be more religious than men’ (Beit-Hallahmi, 2007, p. 301). Furthermore, what would the results be like in countries that are either officially atheistic or officially religious?
other (Mead, 1934, p. 155, n.8). The self, as an object to itself, is the social structure that an individual is immersed in. The very essence of our social intelligence is the ability to take on the attitudes and roles of others, ‘thus realizing’, Mead argues, ‘the significations or grasping the meanings of the symbols or gestures in terms of which thinking proceeds; and thus being able to carry on with himself the internal conversation with these symbols or gestures which thinking involves’ (p. 141, n.3). ‘Only through the taking by individuals of the attitude or attitudes of the generalized other toward themselves’, Mead argues, ‘is the existence of a universe of discourse, as that system of common or social meanings which thinking presupposes at its context, rendered possible’ (p. 156).

Thus, the inner voice we hear may be our own voice articulating intimate messages from the social voices around us. We are helpless in discriminating between our minds and other minds because ‘mind’ is not a solipsistic device. It is a collective device not only finely tuned to pick up the cultural and social cues necessary for personal well-being and identity but also to establish its very existence from those cultural and social cues.35

**Of minds and memes**

Above, we considered the differences between the naturalness and unnaturalness hypothesis. In this final section, we will consider their combination.

The background of the unnaturalness hypothesis is meme theory (Blackmore, 1999; Dawkins, 1976; Dennett, 1995), where memes are viral parasites or symbionts that take advantage of human brains and the cultural environment. Among the figures that have had formative influence on the naturalness hypothesis with its cognitive emphasis (not the least on Boyer, cf. Jensen, 2009) is French anthropologist Dan Sperber (1985, 1996) with his concept of the “epidemiology of representations” (i.e. that certain concepts that “excite” the natural, cognitive mechanisms of the mind-brain have a greater chance to spread through a population than other concepts, viz. that they are more “catchy”). The spread of cultural forms (memes/representations) within a population is central to both memetics and such cognitive, epidemiological accounts of culture.

Subtle differences, however, between meme theorists and cognitive scientists of religion and culture lie in where they posit “ontology” or “efficacy”. Dawkins and proponents of memetics posit efficacy and ontology in cultural information (memes) that take advantage of host brains. Cognitivists, on the other hand, posit efficacy and ontology in the human mind—only the mind is causally effective, not cultural information (Boyer, 2001, p. 35f; Pyysia¨inen, 2002, p. 177, 2003, p. 25ff; Sperber, 2000). Consequently, memeticists are culturalists, since they maintain that memes have efficacy of their own, while cognitivists claim that culture is an epiphenomenon. The difference is also apparent in memeticists’ emphasis on copying, where memes are copied from one brain to another, and in cognitivists’ emphasis on inference, where the individual’s mind arrives at similar conclusions as its fellow minds, thus generating culture from within. This latter notion is sometimes termed “evoked culture.”36

We argue that both camps are making important points. The strength of the cognitive approach, as we have argued above, lies in its power to carve cultural phenomena at its “universal joints”. Its weakness, however, becomes apparent when we note how far culture can stray from its cognitive “bedrock”.37 The biggest problem with meme theory, however, is that memes are defined by replacing one meaningless term for another: Dawkins, Dennett and Blackmore often designate memes as information but, ultimately, say little about what information is (cf. Deacon, 1999). We maintain that the natural (cognitive) and unnatural (memetic) hypotheses are not mutually exclusive and should be combined for a fuller account of cultural phenomena.38 But for that to happen, the joys of science fiction notwithstanding, memes must be rescued from the brave new worlds of Blackmore and Dennett.

Terrence Deacon has argued that making “information” an intrinsic quality of the meme is untenable. This becomes apparent when one applies a semiotic framework. Memes, like genes, Deacon argues, cannot be understood ‘without considering their embeddedness in a dynamic system which imbues them with their function and informational content’ (Deacon, 1999, p. 2). Genes are just physical patterns, in the same sense that letters on a page are just patterns. Patterns, in and of themselves, are meaningless. Genes, letters, or any signs for that matter, first become significant as “carriers” of information when they are interpreted by an active subject—in the case of genes, the cell, in the case of printed pages, a cognizing human. What counts as information, Deacon claims, is always context-dependent and thus cannot be an intrinsic quality. For Deacon, memes are simply signs (physical patterns), and their information content is embedded in semiotic systems. In consequence, Deacon argues, ‘genes and memes are not the locus of the replication process, nor are they somehow the functional unit of information. They are replicas not replicators. They are rather more like the concretion of information bottlenecks in a system’ (p. 2). We see in Deacon’s approach the beginnings of a deconstruction of the meme concept. Further steps in this direction could provide the basis for understanding cultural evolution removed from the attractors of intuitive, cognitive mechanisms.

**Coming full circle: making the unnatural natural**

The important points of the unnaturalness hypothesis lie in its emphasis on the context of learning and social status and the evolution of cultural forms removed from the pull of intuitive, cognitive mechanisms. Thus, where the naturalness hypothesis with its emphasis on universal, cognitive aspects leaves off, the unnaturalness hypothesis steps in. Our intuitive, hyperactive agency detection device (HADD) may induce us to infer the presence of supernatural agents but the particular powers, forms, and tendencies that these agents may possess, and whether they deserve ritual attention, are doctrinal issues dictated by authority figures (such as parents and elders), often to the young

---

35 This conclusion is reminiscent of Michael Tomasello’s thesis in The Cultural Origins of Human Culture, e.g. his emphasis on intersubjectivity and the ability to take the perspectives of others (Tomasello, 1999).


37 An obvious example is modern science, an example of what Merlin Donald calls “theoretic culture”, which depends on highly developed, external memory stores (Donald, 2001).

38 Our position is similar to that of evolutionary anthropologists Peter J. Richerson and Robert Boyd who acknowledge both the cognitivist notion of evoked culture and the more memetic notion of transmitted culture (Richerson and Boyd, 2005).
and impressionable. HADD may make concepts of supernatural agents both relevant and plausible (cf. Barrett, 2004; Boyer, 2001), but the plausibility and relevance of details of doctrine—such as the trinity, the incarnation, final judgment and so on—depends on receiving such ideas from revered, authoritative sources. In this vein, cognitive anthropologist Harvey Whitehouse has pointed out that

[R]eligious traditions are much more than just the sum of various universal themes. Some religions involve highly elaborated and distinctive cosmologies.... Others incorporate extensive ethical systems that run against the grain of intuitive moral reasoning.... [A]ll these gloriously diverse ideas are often linked together in ways that might be described as systemic. So we talk quite reasonably about religious systems.... (Whitehouse, 2008, p. 36f, emphasis in original).

Various significant cultural processes vanish if we restrict our optics to universal cognitive mechanisms. Take, as a general example, the stability of such religious systems, as mentioned by Whitehouse, and the fact that they can be transmitted across generations. Markússson has recently argued that a striking membership increase in a certain marginal non-Christian denomination in Iceland (as opposed to other marginal denominations) cannot be explained in terms of cognitive mechanisms but must depend on cultural dynamics, such as the local ecology of signs (Markússson, in press). If such processes are not to vanish from our spectrum, we need cognitive and cultural approaches to complement each other.

However, as we have suggested above, taking the unnaturalness hypothesis or memetics of Dawkins and his circle seriously is only to acknowledge a general principle—that cultural forms can evolve away from cognitively optimal positions. To go beyond that, in our opinion, we need to enter various theoretical realms, among them complexity theory, biosemiotics and biocultural theories.39 In a nutshell, these approaches imply hierarchical levels of causation (say, cognitive and cultural) and situate cognition in a web of ecological and cultural scaffolding.

Within the ranks of the cognitive science of religion, we find the beginnings of such an approach in Whitehouse’s theory of the imagistic and doctrinal modes of religiosity (Whitehouse, 2004).40 The imagistic mode pertains to rituals and religious knowledge that are performed and transmitted with low frequency (with long intervals of time), such religiosity being characterized by extreme stimulations that impact memory and exegesis for long periods (such as initiation rites). Thus, with its impact on memory, the imagistic mode serves as scaffolding for complex religious ideas and ritual knowledge independent of normal cognition.41 The doctrinal mode, on the other hand, secures the transmission of rituals and doctrine by high frequency performance and transmission (with short intervals of time), such religiosity being much less extreme, but more prone to treadem, and subject to orthodoxy and religious authorities (such as the Roman Catholic Mass). By the effects on memory of frequent rehearsal, the doctrinal mode provides another kind of scaffolding for complex religious and ritual knowledge independent of normal cognition. Whitehouse accounts for the historical development of religion in terms of the imagistic and doctrinal modes emerging in the wake of normal cognition (Whitehouse, 2008, chap. 8; 2004, p. 77f.; 2008). In his scenario, the most ancient forms of religiosity—some possibly as old as humanity itself—are those pertaining to the unnaturalness hypothesis (such as belief in supernatural agents). This is because the postulated cognitive mechanisms of the unnaturalness hypothesis are the results of biological evolution and thus the portents of our species. He argues that the imagistic mode was the second stage in the history of religion, emerging at least as early as the Upper Paleolithic. By some external ecological pressure, groups started performing extreme rituals, such as initiations, that enhanced cohesion and thus cooperation and survival. Finally, the emergence of the doctrinal mode, Whitehouse maintains, coincided with the development of agriculture which, with its regulatory cycles of labor and the development of complex social organization, fostered the routinization of ritual and religion and the emergence of religious authorities. Thus, to sum up Whitehouse’s account, 1) normal cognition (the unnaturalness hypothesis), 2) the imagistic and 3) doctrinal modes account for the historical evolution of religious systems. While we agree that Whitehouse has identified plausible candidates for potentially ancient external scaffolding for the transmission of religious ideas removed from natural, cognitive positions, we argue that we need to take into account a variety of other aspects of cultural scaffolding if we are to achieve a comprehensive account of the evolution of religious ideas and cultural forms.

One of the relevant issues is Deacon’s biosemiotic notion of symbolic and systemic cognition, mentioned above. Deacon’s approach entails that human symbolic cognition, enabled by the expansion of the prefrontal cortex, is situated in an ecology of signs (symbols, indices and icons) which serve as scaffolding for the evolution of cultural forms (Deacon, 1997, 1999). The semiotic component of Deacon’s theory puts emphasis on the importance of external mnemonics, such as artefacts, diagrams and writing, for the transmission and maintenance of culture, elements that play a minor role in Whitehouse’s account. Maintaining intricate religious systems and transmitting their relevant aspects will, we maintain, often go beyond frequent repetition of doctrine and, in addition, involve the navigation of a semiotic niche by way of the human capacity of symbiotic, systemic cognition.

Another relevant issue is distributed cognition. Whitehouse states that the transmission and maintenance of doctrine, removed from natural cognition, depends on storage in semantic memory. He then goes on to say that ‘semantic memory, however, can only store large bodies of information through processes of regular rehearsal’ (Whitehouse, 2008, p. 38). While we don’t dispute the importance of semantic memory in this context, we note that Whitehouse’s discussion seems to imply that such traditions depend on individuals committing the whole tradition of knowledge—or large chunks of it at any rate—to memory. This strikes us as implausible. A much more parsimonious strategy for the maintenance and transmission of such conceptual information would be distributed cognition. Donald, in his scenario of language origins, argues that a simulacrum of language need not be built into every single brain rather, to the contrary, brains need only to fit into a communicative environment ‘as parts of a distributed web’ (Donald, 2001, p. 284). Donald goes on to say that our ‘cultural storehouses far exceed what any brain could possibly copy or remember, and no single brain can totally comprehend every aspect of a symbolic cultural

39 A few suggestive references are: On complexity theory see e.g. Kauffman, 2008; Lewin, 1999; Sole and Goodwin, 2000. On biosemiotics, see e.g. Barbieri, 2008; Deacon, 1997, 1999, 2003a, 2003b; Hoffmeyer, 1996, 2005. On biocultural theories, see e.g. Clark, 1997; Donald, 2001; Tomasello, 1999. On complexity theory in the context of the cognitive science of religion, see Malley, 1995; see also a discussion in Pyysia¨inen (2003, p. 31f).
40 Cognitive scientist of religion Matthew Day makes this point in a recent article. Our account of situated cognition and scaffolding has much in common with his (Day, 2005).
41 By “independent of normal cognition” is meant ideas and knowledge that are not explained by the unnaturalness hypothesis.
A distributed web of cognizing subjects navigating their ecological niche of physical signs (or external mnemonics). Therefore, the sign is really a relationship that emerges in the interaction of external mnemonics and cognizing subjects. In the real world, semiosis continually takes place in humans. The physical sign, strictly speaking, is only a physical pattern. The sign proper involves all three components (cf. Hoffmeyer, 1996, p. 19; Peirce, 1955a, p. 99, 1955b, p. 282).

As this is a recent movement, one must bear in mind that any analysis at this stage is preliminary. Be that as it may, a few suggestions can be made. The most obvious statement about the New Atheism is that it was ignited by the shattering events of September 11, 2001. One might even say that “the post 9/11 atheist movement” is more accurate than “New Atheism”. Richard Dawkins responded to the attacks already on September 15th in the Guardian in a piece entitled “Religion’s misguided missiles” (Dawkins, 2001). In The End of Faith, Sam Harris wrote ‘I began writing this book on September 12, 2001. Many friends read and commented on a long essay that I produced in those first weeks of collective grief and stupefaction, and that text became the basis for this book’ (Harris, 2004, p. 333). However, pointing to 9/11 does not get us very far. For one thing, it is an oversimplification. While 9/11 may have driven Dawkins to write The God Delusion, the book is also the culmination of his long-standing opposition to religion and religion’s place in society, a career of critique antedating 9/11 by decades. Furthermore, 9/11 tells us very little about the continued strength and propagation of New Atheism.

In light of biosemiotics, operating with an analogy between biological and cultural systems, New Atheism can be said to be characterized by:

1) a rich and continually expanding ecology of signs (or external mnemonics) provided by books, websites, TV programmes, and so forth.
2) a culture of reactionary interpretive responses to those signs (a reactionary semiosis) and
3) well known, authoritative spokespersons, providing semiotic authority.

All three elements serve to spread and maintain New Atheism.

1) A rich ecology of signs increases adaptability as it makes it possible to employ different “segments” of signs (texts, and so on) in response to different circumstances (an analogy to cells applying different segments of DNA in different contexts). Externalization techniques like signs/mnemonics further enable the “offloading” of complex concepts into the environment, thus securing their spread and transmission. Within a relatively brief number of years, variously linked concepts such as memes, genes, rationality, secularism, science, naturalism, democracy, religion-as-a-delusion, religion-as-a-virus-of-the-mind, religion-as-abuse and so on became determining hallmarks of New Atheist semiotic ecology.
2) A reactionary semiosis, exemplified by New Atheists’ activities on the web, in the media, in publications, and so on, further enables quick adaptation to varying circumstances. In order to secure the transmission of atheistic thought, New Atheists have been engaged in systematic and aggressive criticism and deconstruction of theist claims. Books, blogs, debates, TV-interviews, conferences and judicial suits are vigorously used. But also more constructive and more socially encouraging measures are employed to help socialize the children of atheists, to persuade intellectuals at universities and to counsel new converts.

An interesting avenue of future research, we think, could be to study the effects of reactionary semiosis, if any, on intuitive psychology. With reference to our discussion of Barrett and Bering above, it would be interesting to identify any possible effects of the sense of

42 Donald’s discussion is in the context of a critique of Chomsky’s concept of an innate Universal Grammar. We do not mean to imply that Whitehouse is unaware of distinguished cognition, but his mentioning of it is very much in passing (cf. Whitehouse, 2008). Further, external mnemonics other than the imagistic and doctrinal modes play hardly any role in his theory (cf. Whitehouse, 2008, 2004).
43 Semiosis refers to the dynamics involving 1) a physical sign, 2) a cognizing subject that interprets the sign, and 3) the result of its interpretation, viz. the sign’s meaning.
44 The physical sign (1), strictly speaking, is only a physical pattern. The sign proper involves all three components (cf. Hoffmeyer, 1996, p. 19- Peirce, 1955a, p. 99, 1955b, p. 282). Thus, the sign is really a relationship that emerges in the interaction of external mnemonics and cognizing subjects. In the real world, semiosis continually takes place in a distributed web of cognizing subjects navigating their ecological niche of physical signs (or external mnemonics).
45 While some may object to calling the New Atheism a “movement”, it cannot be denied that there is significant coordination among its proponents, e.g. through high-profile websites, and applying the term movement is much more practical than, say, “a series of coordinated and half-coordinated initiatives”.
46 The latter term, however, is the one that has emerged in the media, e.g. the cover of WIRED magazine, November 2006, and we apply it here for that practical reason.
47 DNA:cell::signs:cognizing subjects. DNA is interpreted by the cell as cultural signs (external mnemonics, texts, diagrams, artifacts, etc) are interpreted by cognizing humans.
urgency that often seems entailed by reactionary semiosis. Barrett considers urgency as important in triggering psychological mechanisms that underpin religious beliefs. Could it be that urgency triggers the same mechanisms in New Atheists? Could such triggering give New Atheist concepts an intuitive sense, similar to that of religious concepts, as Barrett claims? Another interesting question would be how the output of such mechanisms is dealt with, in other words, how they are rerouted to naturalistic conclusions. We are aware that this is pure speculation, but we could begin to test this hypothesis by looking at whether there is a link between reactionary semiosis, urgency and the activation of certain psychological mechanisms (if such mechanisms could be delimited).

3) Arguments from authority\(^{47}\) give credit to certain trends of semiosis rather than others. Certainly the main authorities are Dawkins, Dennett, Harris and Hitchens, but other established authorities are also present in atheist and humanist organizations, such as Michael Shermer (Skeptic Society), Paul Kurtz (Council for Secular Humanism), not to mention renowned authors like Salman Rushdie and Ian McEwan. Much care is taken to establish and cite older—even ancient—authorities, such as Albert Einstein, Bertrand Russell, Charles Darwin, David Hume, Thomas Hobbes and Lucretius. A good example of this is the atheist reader edited by Hitchens, The Portable Atheist: Essential Readings for the Nonbeliever (Hitchens, 2007b). And even cognitive scientists of religion, such as Pascal Boyer and Dan Sperber, have become authority figures for some New Atheists.

In this perspective, the New Atheist movement is a complex system of signs/external mnemonics and distributed cognition, well adapted to the uneasy world of popular media and social activism. These formal, semiotic aspects, we suggest, are key factors in the movement’s spread and maintenance. To restrict New Atheism to the individual brains of New Atheists is insufficient grounds for any claims on the cognitive naturalness or unnaturalness of atheism. Modern, Western cultural, political and social contexts function as the supportive framework for atheist cognition—just as they do for religious cognition.

Conclusion

In the course of this paper, after considering irreligion and the New Atheism, we have refuted Zuckerman’s claim that statistics on atheism pose a problem for cognitive accounts of religion. Neither the by-product nor the adaptationist hypotheses of the naturalness approach make religiosity a necessity for humans. Such would only be the case if we were to remove cognition from its socio-cultural habitat. However, cognitive accounts often proceed as if the wider cultural ecology can be ignored. To amend this, the naturalness and unnaturalness (or memetic) hypotheses must be combined, bringing cognition and culture back together again. In redirecting attention to the fact that human cognition is always situated within a natural habitat of cultural systems, we find that atheism is no less natural than religiosity is. We are therefore critical of the cognitive science of religion accounts of atheism and their unsupported assumptions about atheists.

In the end, religiosity and atheism represent entrenched cognitive–cultural habits where the conclusions drawn from sensory input and the output of cognitive systems bifurcate in supernatural and naturalistic directions. The habit of atheism may need more scaffolding to be acquired, and its religious counterpart may need more effort to kick, but even so, that does not, ipso facto, make the latter more natural than the former.
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\(^{47}\) This last point is not meant to make any holds for or against the rationality of the views of New Atheists. It is simply an observation to the effect that New Atheists are human and, like the rest of us, willy–nilly prone to arguments from authority.